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WELCOME TO THE

RAFFLE: 

YOUR CHANCE OF

A LIFETIME.

In a dark vision of the near future, Los Angeles has

become a desolate wasteland after a multi-pronged

biological, nuclear, and EMP attack that paralyzed

Southern California on a day that the rest of the

nation celebrated independence. Now for the

unlucky "New Angelinos," there is only one way out:

gain entry into the New United States through The

Raffle.

 

When raffler Ramsey Arami wins The Raffle after ten

years of trying, he believes he will finally reunite

with his wife and daughter in the New United States.

But only if he follows the rules of the New United

States.
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TRUST AND SHOW

TRUST. THOSE ARE

THE RULES OF THE

NEW UNITED

STATES.

EVERYONE MUST

FOLLOW THE

RULES.

PART 4 COMING JULY 31

Books In This Series
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ABOUT 

THE  AUTHOR

The real person behind Randy Smith (a pen name) was born in Downtown

L.A. in 1977. An avid punk rock fan, Randy played in several punk bands in

the early to mid 90s. In college, Randy specialized in international

relations and history. After teaching for a year, Randy moved to

Washington, D.C. for law school. Randy has been a practicing attorney for

the past sixteen years.

"Randy Smith” was conceived

four years ago when his creator

quit driving to work and opted

for public transportation

instead. Ditching his car was a

life-changing decision. The long

cross-town commutes on L.A.

Metro trains and buses allowed

Randy the creative space he

needed to write The Raffle

Series and several screenplays,

including one film now in

development. Randy is

currently working on

writing/screenwriting projects

while still working as a full-time

attorney and on his other

passions: husband, standup

comic/actor, law professor,

public transportation activist,

and podcaster.
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Q & A

1. How did you come to write The Raffle

Series? What inspired the idea? 

For five years I was commuting between Los

Angeles and New York every two weeks

because my wife, who I had met on a blind

date in NYC, was living there. I was always

very thankful of our incredible

transportation in this country that allowed

our marriage to survive while we were

thousands of miles apart. But, then I

thought…what if? What if something

“separated us?” And so, the seeds of The

Raffle Series were sown. 

 

I explored the possibilities of numerous

fictional catastrophes. Ultimately, I decided

on multiple catastrophes converging at

once: an overall powerful religious

cult/terrorist group with access to

biological weapons, a crazed rogue nation

and drones.

2. What is your process as a writer, both

in fiction and in film?

 

My process has been refined over the years.

Now, whenever a kernel of a story idea

(which usually starts as a “what if”

question) pops in my head, I document it in

my Evernote folder titled “Story Ideas.”

Sometimes these story ideas converge into

one story. In The Raffle Series, many story

ideas/questions get answered.

3. Why this Series? And why now? 

 

Our world is so complex. There are many

changes happening, some for the good and

some not so good. One of the shocking things

about the Series, which was released in

January 2016, is that I unintentionally

“predicted” Donald Trump winning the 2016

election. In my mind, when I was writing the

Series, I thought the only way he could win

was if a massive terrorist attack occurred and

the entire United States became security

obsessed, blood-thirsty and distrustful of the

“old system.” I was wrong. We were already

poised for the tectonic shift in our democracy

that occurred in November 2016.

 

Once the pandora’s box of “predictions” was

opened, I weaved other predictions and played

them out in the Series, including the expanded

use of artificial intelligence, the current anti-

immigration sentiment, distrust of certain

people on the planet, distrust of the

Constitution, religious fundamentalism, and

many other relevant themes.

 

One of the primary themes of The Raffle

Series is its focus on transportation. I am a

transportation junkie. Had I not given up

driving to work, I would have never become a

writer. Transportation, and the freedom of

transportation and technological advances in

transportation, provided the backbone of The

Raffle Series.
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Q & A

4. You mentioned that you wrote this book

while taking public transportation. Please

talk about that. 

 

In 2015 I decided to stop commuting to

Downtown Los Angeles via my own car. I

would either walk to Downtown Manhattan

Beach (where I live) and take the Commuter

Express or drive to the end of the Green Line

in North Redondo Beach to take the train or

the Commuter Express from there. When you

get back two hours of your day, you can

accomplish so many things. I decided then to

start focusing on writing. I first wrote Book

One of The Raffle Series. And then I focused

on screenwriting, both achieving my Feature

Film Writing Certificate from UCLA Extension

and writing three screenplays, one of which

is now in development. All three have won

various awards as well. Writing has filled a

huge void in me, and it's all because I

stopped commuting in a car. And of course,

advancements in the smartphone have

helped tremendously.

5. How do you balance writing with a

demanding professional and family life? 

 

In the past four years, my wife and I have had

two children. My wife is a surgeon, so I need

to be around more for the children. I am also

a partner in a large, international law firm. I

also am a podcaster, a law school professor,

investor, advisor and a writer. The only way it

all works is using public transportation to

commute because it provides me the writing

time I need. I live by a strict schedule. And

that provides the daily discipline I need to

achieve.

6. What inspired you to write the

characters Ramsey and Sarah? And what

inspired you to write the Series in this

order? 

 

Ramsey is partially inspired by my own

upbringing, but I am not Ramsey. He is way

tougher than me both mentally and

physically. There is no way I could have

survived ten years in the prison that is New

Angeles. Sarah is an amazing character. She

is pure, the anti-Eve. She cannot commit

Original Sin because of her programming.

Yet, she is not an annoying religious nut. She

is strong, smart, and vulnerable. I’m always

rooting for her.

7. Throughout the Series there are themes

of unchecked technological

advancements, and a society that didn’t

quite seem ready for it all. What is it

about this topic that interests you? Is this

something you see can happen to us? 

 

Were we really ready for the Internet? Do we

really know the long-term effects of Wifi

technology and the electric radiation

surrounding us? Will A.I. have souls? And how

fractured is our nation right now because of

the various social media platforms and their

modern-day bully pulpits? All of these are

themes I am fascinated with and explore in

The Raffle Series.
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Q & A

8. A major part of your novel takes place in

Los Angeles. What is it about this place

that draws you in? 

 

The Raffle Series is my ode to Los Angeles. I

think Los Angeles is the most important city

in the world. I love its multicultural focus and

the fact that it was built by immigrants. Yet,

if you really know Los Angeles and Southern

California, you can still see how fractured it

is on racial grounds. The City is much better

today than it was thirty years ago, but we

still need improvement. As I wrote in   Part 1

of The Raffle Series, Los Angeles is still an

ethnic powder keg and I hope the powder keg

never gets lit again.

9. The idea of “us versus them” plays a

key role in your Series. Why did you

gravitate towards this theme? What

inspired this idea?

 

I was attending my uncle’s funeral the day

the L.A. Riots broke on April 30, 1992. My

parents and I had to leave his funeral early

because we saw smoke surrounding us near

Koreatown. That had a profound impact on

me. I will never forget that fear.

11. There are a number of parallels

between Ramsey and your background

growing up, especially as an Arab

American in north Orange County. What

was that like? And how does that

translate to Ramsey? 

 

I wrote an article in Medium about growing up

Arab American in Orange County in the

1980s-1990s called “I Wrote a Punk Rock

Movie.” It tells the story of why I wrote a

movie about an Arab American kid who

becomes “white” to join a punk band. So

basically, it sucked growing Arab American in

the United States back then. Things are

better now, but we still have a long way to

go.

12. Why did you decide to write SciFi?

What is it about futuristic dystopian

novels that interests you? Who were some

of your favorite writers? 

 

I am obsessed with “What ifs?” I believe the

best way to deeply explore themes like racial

imbalances, religious extremism, jingoism,

etc. is to create an alternate, yet parallel

universe.

 

My favorite writers include Phillip K. Dick.

Stephen King, James Ellroy, Ray Bradbury,

Issac Assimov, Mark Twain, Michael Connelly,

and Raymond Chandler.

10. Did you know what you were going to

write when you started writing? Was

anything about writing this Series that

surprised you? 

 

I really didn’t know what I was going to write

other than that I wanted to write a story

about a man separated from his wife and

daughter who would stop at nothing from

getting back to them. Of course, as I started

writing and researching, many “what ifs”

popped in my head. And then I had fun with it.
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Q & A

13. Shifting gears to publishing, why did

you decide to self-publish? And why did

you decide to write three novellas before

the novel? 

 

I decided to self-publish because I wanted to

get The Raffle Series out there. Thankfully,

with Amazon Kindle Publishing and all of the

options available these days, it was really

easy to do. 

 

Regarding writing three novellas before the

full novel that is Part 4, I wanted to build an

audience. I wanted to have people say, “Hey,

what happens next? You’re killing me!” Once I

heard that enough I knew I had invested

readers. Sure, they were mostly close

friends, but if I can amuse my friends, then

that is good with me.

15. There are a number of parallels

between Ramsey and your background

growing up, especially as an Arab

American in north Orange County. What

was that like? And how does that

translate to Ramsey? 

 

I wrote an article in Medium about growing up

Arab American in Orange County in the

1980s-1990s called “I Wrote a Punk Rock

Movie.” It tells the story of why I wrote a

movie about an Arab American kid who

becomes “white” to join a punk band. So

basically, it sucked growing Arab American in

the United States back then. Things are

better now, but we have a long way to go.

16. What advice do you have for new

writers? 

 

See above regarding the themes I explore.

Regarding advice, stop using a car. Start

using other means to commute. And start

writing on your phones.

14. How did your career in law and public

transportation influence The Raffle

Series? 

 

I mentioned earlier about my passion for

public transportation. To me, it is life

transformative. When people say they don’t

have time to pursue their hobbies or their

dreams, it is probably because they are still

commuting in their cars without exploring all

of the time-saving options available to them. 

 

As an infrastructure finance attorney, I have

dedicated my career to building the critical

infrastructure we need on a local, state and

federal level in order to live the high quality

lives that we are able to live here in the

United States. I have also participated in

financing some of the largest transportation

projects in the country. Mobility and freedom

of movement is so important to me. It is also

a critical theme in The Raffle Series.
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Images
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Contact & 

Purchase

Title: The Covenant: Part 4 of The

Raffle

 

Amazon Purchase Link:

http://bit.ly/RafflePt4

 

Author: Randy Smith

 

Genre / Price / # of pages:

SciFi Dystopian Fiction

 

ASIN: B07VKN6YXF

 

Publication date: July 31, 2019

 

Formats available: Amazon Kindle

 

Territories sold: where Kindle is

available

CONTACT:

www.theraffle2027.com

facebook.com/TheRaffle2027

Instagram @theraffle2027

Twitter @@theraffle2027

 

Publicist:

Jian Huang

jian@phcollective.co


